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Helicopter industry has spent much effort in improving rotor performance in hover 
and forward flight for decades by optimizing the blade configuration and adding passive 
and active control devices. Over time people have realized that the tip planform plays an 
important role in rotor performance both in hover and in forward flight. Tip planform also 
plays a role in rotor noise and blade vibrations. However, there is no universal shape for 
all missions, and tradeoffs are always needed to optimize the rotor performance over a 
range of flight conditions. Understanding the effects of different tip planforms is important 
for engineers and researchers to explain and predict the performance of a particular rotor 
configuration over a multitude of operating conditions. 
Some aspects of tip shape variations are well understood. For example, blade 
element-momentum theory states that a combination of taper and twist can produce nearly 
uniform inflow velocity minimizing induced power. Furthermore, if the twist is properly 
chosen, the sectional lift to drag ratio could also be maximized. Sweeping the tip will 
mitigate the formation of shock waves over the tip, thus reducing both the wave drag and 
noise. Other aspects of the tip shape, in particular the anhedral effects, are not adequately 
understood. 
Anhedral tip shapes have been successfully introduced on different blades since the 
end of the 1990s. Yet the mechanism of how it works on the blade was not completely 
understood at that time. It was clear that the tip vortex was displaced downwards in the 
wake by anhedral. However, how the displaced vortex position affects the flow field and 
the strength of the vortices-blade interaction cannot be easily visualized or quantified by 
 xvi 
experimental means alone. With the advent of advanced computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) tools, it has now become possible to systematically study the effects of tip planform 
shape (taper, twist, sweep, anhedral) on hover performance. 
The objective of this research is to capture and investigate the effects of blade tip 
planform on rotor aerodynamics in hover. This work is guided by a set of test data for 
several advanced planforms, with the S-76 rotor serving as the baseline. Two 
complementary numerical modeling approaches – a hybrid Navier-Stokes/fee wake 
approach, and a wake capturing approach – are used to study the rotor aerodynamics in 
hover and forward flight. The present studies indicate that the rotor performance, as 
measured by the figure of merit, improves when anhedral is introduced. Anhedral rotors 
are seen to produce a smother blade loading and a more uniform inflow, which is expected 
to result in reduced induced power for a given thrust loading. In forward flight, the anhedral 
tip behaved similar to the baseline swept tapered tip. A judicious combination of twist, 
taper, and anhedral may be used within a CFD framework such as the one described here 
to design rotors that have excellent hover and forward flight characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preliminary Remarks 
A distinguishing feature of helicopters compared to other flight vehicles is their 
reliance on the main rotor for all forces and moments needed to operate the vehicle. With 
the use of cyclic and collective pitch, pilots can readily vary and control the thrust, 
propulsive and side forces. Pilots can also control the vehicle attitude by tilting the rotor 
disk. Because helicopters spend a bulk of the operations in hover, rotors are first designed 
to ensure optimum hover performance, before other aspects of operations such as forward 
flight and maneuvers are addressed. 
Helicopters differ from other flight vehicles in that the rotor provided all of the forces 
and moments required to operate the vehicle, such as lift, propulsive force, side force, 
pitching moment and rolling moment. The rotor must be designed so that these forces and 
moments are generated efficiently (i.e. with the least amount of power) without excessive 
adverse effects (like blade vibrations and noise). Because helicopters spend much of their 
operations in hover or slow loitering operations, the rotors must be particularly efficient in 
these conditions. Since the tip region produces the bulk of the thrust and consumes most 
of the power, the tip regions must be properly designed.  
During early development of helicopters, the blade designs were guided by propeller 
theory (Glauert [1]) and incorporated taper and twist. As computational tools matured, 
more advanced blade shapes were explored. Inspired by fixed wing tip design, a swept 
back tip was innovatively used on Sikorsky S-67 [2]. Because of its great success, other 
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rotors such as Black Hawk, Apache and S-76 soon followed the idea. In the following 
years, more exotic tip planforms were followed. A series of rotors were designed and 
developed by Westland Helicopters under the British Experimental Rotor Program 
(BERP). In this design, the tip leading edge was moved forward reducing the nose-down 
pitching moments created at the tip, and a backward sweep was used to reduce and delay 
the compressibility effects and shock formation. In addition, the notch, as shown in Figure 
1 produces a vortex fence, keeping the tip from stalling. 
 
Figure 1 BERP-type rotor blade [3] 
Other systematic experimental studies have been conducted about tip effects on rotor 
aerodynamic performance [4] [5]. One of these studies by Balch focused on the S-76 rotor 
and demonstrated that anhedral tip gives the best performance in hover compared to other 
tip planforms [6].  
Anhedral has been successfully introduced on different blades since the end of the 
1990s, such as BERP blade and S-76 blade, yet the mechanism of how it works on the 
blade was not completely understood at the time [7] [8] [9]. It was clear that the tip vortex 
was displaced downwards in the wake by anhedral, but how the displaced vortex position 
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affects the flow field and the strength of the vortices-blade interaction are still not 
visualized or quantified [10].  
1.2 Motivation and Objectives 
This work is motivated by these earlier studies where a series of increasingly 
complex computational tools were used to analyze and design advanced rotors. 
Specifically, the present study focuses on an improved understanding of advanced anhedral 
tips in relation to other conventional tip shapes, such as rectangular and swept-tapered tips.  
The primary objectives of the current study are to: 
1. Validate the computational methodology for the rotors in hover through 
comparisons with experimental data. 
2. Assess the sensitivity of tip planform effects on the hover and forward flight 
performance advanced blade tip shapes. 
3. Offer a physical explanation of how the blade tip shapes impact rotor 
performance in hover. 
In this subsection, a brief description of the research is given, which includes a 
description the S-76 blade geometry, the flow conditions simulated in the research and an 
introduction of the solver applied in the rotor simulations. The objectives of the thesis are 




1.3 Organization of the Document 
This document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief description of the tip 
geometries considered, and the available test data. Chapter 3 gives a brief introduction of 
the methodologies, such as meshing topologies and turbulence modeling, required in the 
CFD simulations.  Chapter 4 presents the details of the numerical methodologies employed 
in the current work. Chapter 5 CHAPTER 4 presents discussions of numerical validations 
of the two solvers for hover and forward flight conditions. In Chapter 6, the detailed results 
for different thrust setting and flight conditions of S-76 are shown, and the discussions 
based on physical analysis are made. Chapter 7 consists of conclusions, suggestions and 
recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. BLADE GEOMETRY, TEST DATA, AND 
AIAA HOVER WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
In this chapter, a brief description of the geometries tested by Balch [6] is given. A 
summary of available test data is presented. A summary of workshop activities related to 
this geometry is also given. 
2.1 Description of the Blade Geometry 
The baseline rotor simulated in the case is a scaled S76 model which is 24% of the 
Sikorsky production rotor, with sweep and taper. The rectangular tip is a variation of the 
baseline shape with zero sweep and no taper. The details of the blade geometry are shown 
in Figure 2 below.  
The rotor hub is not considered in the computational domain. As shown in published 
research [11], the effect of the hub on the S76 rotor performance in hover is negligible 
when the simulation is under a periodic condition and is not affected by the starting vortex. 
Table 1 shows the main geometric properties of the baseline tip shape. The blade chord is 
adjusted for the rectangular shape to maintain the same rotor solidity as the baseline rotor. 
The anhedral tip is modified by adding 20° of anhedral angle at 95% radial location, while 




Figure 2 S76 Baseline planform description 
 

































Table 1 Blade configuration and dimensions  
Number of blades 4 
Radius 56.04” 
Nominal Chord 3.1”  
Equivalent Chord 3.035” 
Tip Taper 60% c 
Root Cutout 19% R 
Sweep (leading-edge) 35 degrees at 95% R 
Rotor Solidity 0.07043 
Airfoil SC1013R8, SC1095R8,  SC1095 
Scale 1/4.71  
Twist -10° linear twist  
Rotor rotational tip Mach number 0.65 
 
2.2 Description of the Experiment 
The tests results compared in this study for the hover condition were conducted in 
the Sikorsky Model Hover Test Facility using the Basic Model Test Rig. This test facility 
includes the hover pad, the model assembly area and the data acquisition and processing 
systems. It is a self-contained helicopter test rig which can handle a range of rotor system 
and model support schemes. The test model is a 1/1.471 scaled model of the real rotor 
blades. The blades were tested with five different tips. In addition to the tip planform shown 
in [12], there are other two tip planforms that were considered: 20° swept only and 60° 
tapered only. The five tips were tested at a range of tip Mach numbers and thrust settings. 
The data compared with the forward flight simulations comes from a full-scale 
helicopter rotor test which was conducted in the NASA Ames 40ft by 80ft Wind Tunnel 
with a four bladed S-76 rotor system [13]. Four blade tip planforms were investigated 
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swept/tapered, swept, tapered, and rectangular. The wind tunnel wall correction was 
estimated by an incremental change in the angle-of-attack which is proportional to the rotor 
lift: ∆𝛼 = 𝐾(
𝐿
𝑞
) , where 𝐾 = 0.00197 deg/ft2. By adding this angle increment to the 
uncorrected, geometric rotor shaft angle 𝛼𝑢, the corrected angle-of-attack of the rotor disk 
in free air: 𝛼𝑐 =  𝛼𝑢 + ∆𝛼  is obtained. The measured forces and moments, after 
accounting for the tare correction, were resolved into this new wind-axis system. This wall 
correction is based on conventional fixed wing techniques, for a wing of span equal to the 
rotor diameter [14]. It should be noted that the reported values of 1𝑠 in the experiments 
were in measured in the control plane, with the angle-of-attack 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛 = 𝛼𝑐 − 1𝑠, where 
𝛼𝑐 is a function of lift of the rotor. In the present study, additional trimming is needed to 
match the measured thrust values. 
2.3 AIAA Hover Workshop Activities 
Under the charter of the AIAA Applied Aerodynamics Technical Committee, a 
number of researchers, including the present author, have assembled a Rotorcraft 
Simulation Working Group with the immediate purpose of assessing current state-of-the-
art in hover prediction methodology, determining critical challenges in consistently and 
accurately predicting hover performance, and serving as leading catalyst in the 
development of computational methods for solving rotorcraft problems [15] [16] [17] [18] 
[19]. 
There were several challenges in setting up a common rotor-in-hover test case to 
enable a workshop and share hover performance predictions from the participants [20] [21]. 
These included obtaining a publicly available realistic geometry with reliable force 
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balance, surface pressure tap, and PIV data, and complications due to blade aero-elastic 
deformations. The team discussed several candidate existing benchmark cases including 
the UH60A model rotor [22], HART rotor, Comanche rotor, and S-76 [23]. It was 
concluded that the S-76, because of its linear twist, and somewhat publicly available 
section geometry, and planforms, was the best candidate for a systematic evaluation of the 
capabilities and gaps of current generation of codes. For these comparisons, the effect of 
aeroelastic deformation was not considered. The baseline S-76 blade geometry, with built-
in aeroelastic deformations for a representative loading configuration was provided to all 
potential participants.  
An invited session was organized at the AIAA SciTech 2014 Conference. This 
session was limited to the baseline S-76 computations, with tip-shape effects deferred for 
future workshops. The participants included Georgia Tech in collaboration with Sikorsky, 
Boeing Helicopters [24] [25] [26] [27], University of Maryland, University of Toledo, US 
Army AeroFlightDynamics Directorate, University of Liverpool, and KAIST [28] [29].  
A refined surface grid with 291 axial and 98 radial grid points was generated and 
provided to all the participants through the APA Rotor Simulation Working Group share-
point site. The volume gridding strategy was entirely left to the user’s discretion – to take 
advantage of all beneficial features of the solvers (e.g. overset mesh, adaptive grids, and 
unstructured grids). 
The model provided had a blunt open tip. If users wished to close the tip with a 
rounded surface, the following procedure was prescribed: Chop off 1/2 maximum t/c 
(which is 9.5%) of the tip airfoil from the blade 2. Revolve the upper and lower points of 
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the airfoil about each midpoint of the section to produce a tip cap surface. In the present 
work, the blunt open tip was used. 
To allow for direct comparison with other's results and to determine how well the 
various approaches capture the general trends, the participants conducted a collective 
sweep by increments of 1 degree [30]. The following results were obtained, and supplied 
in graphical form and tabular form: 
(i) Plots of CT and CQ versus collective pitch were provided, along with tables 
of CQ versus CT, and Figure of merit versus CT [31]. 
(ii) Blade loading distributions, section thrust and torque coefficients, as a 
function of radial position r/R were collected and compared.  
(iii)Pressure distributions as sectional chordwise plots of Cp versus x/c were 
collected and compared at the following radial stations (r/R): 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 
0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.925, 0.95, 0.975, and 0.99 were provided and 
compared.  
(iv) Tip vortex trajectory plots as a function of wake age were compared [32]. 
The workshop activities continue at this writing, with focus on these areas: 
 Focus on solution convergence and what constitutes a converged hover solution 
[33] [34] 
 Expanding standardized post-processing for flow visualization across all solutions 
[35] [36] [37] 
 Comparative predictions on the effects of high thrust conditions 
 Vortex wake breakdown in high fidelity simulations [38] 
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 Investigation of aero-elastic twist windup 
 Investigation of the 4/rev signal history in time-dependent solutions [39] 
 Complete the three tips shapes and Mach number conditions [40] [41] [42] [43] 
[44] 
 Investigate peak bound circulation strength vs. tip vortex strength [45] [46] 
 Quantify first tip vortex passage radial and axial miss distance with respect to the 
local blade ¼ chord line (r/R & z/R) [47] 
 Investigate transition modeling and turbulence modeling effects [48] [49] [50] [51] 
[52] 
 Perform grid resolution studies, near field and far field [53] [54] [55] [56] 
 Perform temporal accuracy studies [57] [58] 
 Investigate higher order schemes [59] 
 Investigate steady state vs unsteady simulations 
 Investigate near-body/far-body grid adaption 
 Perform validation studies with other relevant data sets [60] [61] 
 Investigate effects of far field boundary conditions/ and/or extent 
 Investigate installations effects 
 Study impact of different hub geometry approximations 




CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE SURVEY 
In this chapter, we briefly review the evolution of rotor design, and computational 
techniques that enabled these developments. For a more comprehensive review of rotor 
design, the reader is referred to an article by Brocklehurst et al [62]. 
3.1 First Generation Analyses and Designs 
The first generation rotor designs have their roots in propeller theory, commonly 
known as the combined blade element-momentum (BEM) theory [63]. In this theory, the 
rotor disk is divided into concentric rings of width ∆𝑟 as shown in Figure 1 below. The 
area of the ring is ∆𝐴 =  2 𝜋𝑟 ∆𝑟. The mass flow rate through this annulus ring is (V+v)A 
where 𝜌  is the freestream density, 𝑉  is the forward velocity of the propeller (or axial 
velocity of the helicopter rotor in climb), and v is the induced velocity at the rotor disk. 
According to momentum theory, the change in the axial velocity between a station 
far upstream of the propeller (or far above the rotor), and far downstream (or far below, in 
the case of a helicopter rotor) may be shown to be 2v. Thus the rate of change of momentum 
of the fluid that flows through this annulus ring may be computed as: 
 ∆T =  ρ(V + v) ∆A (2v) = 4πrρ (V + v)∆r (1) 
This change in momentum is caused by the axial force ∆𝑇 exerted by the blade 
sections (or blade elements) on the fluid. 
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Figure 4 Annulus ring of width ∆𝒓 
We may also look at this axial force from a blade element theory perspective.  There 
are ‘b’ blades. The local chord of each blade is c(r). Thus the blade area intercepted by the 
annulus, as shown in Figure 4, is 𝐵𝑐∆𝑟. Let the local blade sectional lift coefficient be 𝐶𝑙. 
The local dynamic pressure is given approximately as ½𝜌 (𝛺𝑟)2. Assuming that the lift 
force predominantly occurs in a direction normal to the rotor disk, we can express ∆𝑇 from 
a blade element theory perspective as 
 T= ½  (r)2 bc Cl r (2) 
Equating Equations 1 and 2, we get an expression for the induced velocity v in hover 
(V=0): 




From momentum theory, the induced power is minimum of the inflow v is constant 
all across the rotor disk. If we assume that the blade sections are operating at a constant 
coefficient, it is evident that the chord would vary inversely with r. 
 c(r)= 8v/(b Cl
2r) (4) 
Equation 4 indicates that the local chord in the tip region must be smaller compared 
to chord near the root region, i.e. the rotor must be nonlinearly tapered. For manufacturing 
reasons, and for improved performance in other regimes of flight (e.g. forward flight), 
designers have only used untapered rotors, or employed rotors with a small amount of taper 
only in the tip regions as shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5 Tapered Rotor Planform used in Sikorsky Rotor R4 
The blade element-momentum theory also gives indication on how the rotor must be 
twisted. For a constant “optimum” lift coefficient over all sections of the rotor blade, i.e. 
for the lift coefficient that maximizes lift to drag Cl/Cd ratio, it follows that the angle of 
attack must be constant as well. Thus, the local section angle  (sum of blade collective 
pitch and twist) relative to the plane of rotation should vary as 
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 = - arctan[(V+v)/(r)] (5) 
Such a highly nonlinear pitch variation is employed only in propellers in axial flight 
and in axial turbines. For helicopter rotors, such a large twist variation will cause the blade 
to stall at the root, and lead to increased fluctuations in air loads and resultant structural 
vibrations. Therefore, helicopter rotors have a linear twist. All of these guidelines for taper 
and twist may be gleaned from the very simple, and physically intuitive, blade element-
momentum theory. 
The analytical estimates for the induced velocity shown above work well only for 
lightly loaded rotors. For highly loaded rotors, it is necessary to compute the induced 
velocity from Biot Savart law, assuming a prescribed tip vortex geometry [64, 65], or a 
“free wake” [66] [67] which moves at the local flow velocity.  The vortex strength may be 
assumed to be the peak bound circulation in a single tip vortex model. For more accurate 
results, a multiple trailer vortex model that includes the inner wake is used. In this 
approach, the strength of each of the “trailer vortices” is computed from the change in the 
bound circulation. Many of the rotors from the post-Vietnam era such as the UH-60A Black 
Hawk [68] and the Apache AH-64A rotor, and related civilian helicopters during the 1970s 
and the 1980s. 
3.2 Second Generation Rotor Analyses and Designs 
As the need for higher forward speeds arose, researchers and designers had to 
develop techniques for modeling transonic flow effects in the rotor tip regions. Cole and 
Murman were the first to solve 2-D transonic flow using small disturbance theory for lifting 
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and non-lifting airfoils [69]. Caradonna and Isom soon extended this technique to three 
dimensions and modeled lifting helicopter rotors [70]. This theory was used to assess the 
effects of sweep and taper on transonic flow around conventional advanced blade tips [71] 
[72] as shown in Figure 6. The pressure distribution over the blades were used to computing 
loading noise and shock noise. As a result, highly efficient blade tip shapes that were also 
quite in hover and forward flight emerged.  
 
Figure 6 Pressure field over rectangular and parabolic tip shaped blades at 
fixed CT/ 
Because these theories were by themselves unable to capture the helical tip vortex 
structures and the associated inflow, an improved estimate of inflow velocity was needed. 
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Tung, Caradonna, and Johnson were the first researchers to successfully link the induced 
inflow from free wake analyses to transonic potential flow analyses [73]. These authors 
also incorporated elastic deformations experienced by the blade as corrections to the blade 
section angle of attack. Other researchers developed more advance transonic full potential 
analyses for helicopter rotors [74] [75]. These methods were also coupled to inflow from 
free wake analyses and structural such as those found in the comprehensive rotor codes.  
3.3 Third Generation Analyses and Tools 
 
Figure 7 Viscous flow over the advanced British experimental rotor tip 
(BERP) in hover 
As computational power increased, and as algorithms for solving the Euler and 
Navier-Stokes equations on curvilinear body fitted grids became available [76] [77], these 
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approaches were quickly adapted for inviscid and viscous flow over helicopter rotors [78] 
[79] [80] [81] [82]. Duque applied these techniques to successfully model rotor flow over 
an advanced British Experimental Rotor Tip (BERP) in hover [83] as shown in Figure 7.  
More advanced planforms [84] are shown Figure 8. These studies demonstrated that 
flow over the BERP tip remains attached even in high speed forward flight. Experimental 
and computational studies were also used to modify the blade twist and minimize the 
induced power in hover. Additional studies of the BERP tips are given by Perry [85] and 
Harrison et al [86]. 
 
Figure 8 Various BERP planforms analyzed computationally and 
experimentally during the BERP development program 
Wake capturing Navier-Stokes methods quickly followed [87].Results from these 
methods for the UH60 model rotor show good agreement with experiments at moderate 
thrust conditions. Comparison of results between the UH-60A rotor and the BRERP rotor 
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with equivalent tip dynamic pressure indicates that the BERP blade, with an 
unconventional planform, gives more thrust at the cost of more power and a reduced Figure 
of Merit. Under high thrust conditions considered, severe shock-induced flow separation 
was observed for the UH60 blade, while the BERP blade developed more thrust and 
minimal separation. The BERP blade also produced a tighter tip vortex compared with the 
UH60 blade.  
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL VALIDATION AND  
MESH SENSITIVITY STUDIES 
The S-76 simulation results and comparisons with the experimental data are shown 
in this section with a brief description of the mesh and boundary conditions for the two 
solvers, GT-Hybrid and STAR-CCM+, discussed in the previous chapter. The parameters 
of interests for the comparisons are pressure distributions, integrated force and moments, 
wake trajectory and the rotor figure of merit. 
4.1 Mesh Density Sensitivity Analysis 
Because the wake structure, in particular the wake structure determined by the wake 
capturing model employed in STAR-CCM+, is sensitive to grid density due to the inherent 
diffusion present in the scheme, a number of grid sensitivity studies were conducted using 
both the solvers to ensure that the computed performance characteristics are independent 
of the type of the grid. 
4.1.1 GT-Hybrid Grid Sensitivity Studies 
Two different grid densities are chosen to investigate its effects on hover 
performance for the S-76 rotor swept-tapered planform (baseline in the thesis). A cross-
section of the volume grid used in the simulations is shown in Figure 9. The fine grid 
consists of 291 points in the wrap-around direction, 98 radial grid points on the blade, and 
45 points in the normal direction. The coarse C-H grid consists of 131 points in the wrap-
around direction, 70 radial grid points on the blade, and 45 points in the normal direction. 
An in-house grid algebraic generator was used to generate these grids.  
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Figure 9 Coarse Grid (131 × 70 × 45) and fine grid (291 × 98 × 45) used in 
GT-Hybrid (The numbers denote the number of grids points in chord wise, span 
wise and out wise respectively) [88] 
For solutions presented in this work, the Roe upwind, third order accuracy scheme 
with the 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model is used. Figure 10 shows the effects of grid density on 
integrated hover performance parameters such as thrust coefficient 𝐶𝑇, torque coefficient 
𝐶𝑄 as well as the figure of merit FM.  







. Slight differences between the coarse and fine grid are seen in the 
prediction of thrust coefficients. The predicted torque starts to deviate from that computed 
with a fine mesh as the collective pitch angle increases. As may be expected, the refined 
mesh CFD results are closer to measurements, presumably due to the smaller discretization 
errors, and lower numerical diffusion created by the mesh.  
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(a) Thrust coefficient vs collective pitch 
 
(b) Torque coefficient vs collective pitch 
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(c) Thrust coefficient vs power coefficient 
 
(d) Figure of merit vs thrust coefficient 
Figure 10 Performance characteristics (GT-Hybrid) [88] 
Both grids captured 𝐶𝑇/𝜎 value of 0.09 well at a collective pitch angle of 9.5°. At 
this collective pitch angle, tip vortex descent rate and contraction rate between two grids 
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are compared, as shown in Figure 11. The tip vortex descent rates are nearly the same, 
however, there is a slight difference for the contraction rate after 180 degrees of vortex age. 
 
(a) Tip Vortex Descent Rate 
 
 (b) Tip Vortex Contraction Rate 
Figure 11 Effects of near field grid on the tip vortex descent rate and 
contraction rate 
From the comparisons above, it is shown that the mesh refinement has a slight nut 
noticeable effect on the converged solutions, and in particular on the torque coefficient 𝐶𝑄 
and the figure of merit. It was concluded that the refined mesh is adequate for the entire 
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thrust sweep. Therefore, the refined mesh with 291 × 98 × 45 cells have been used for 
further simulations. 
4.1.2 STAR-CCM+ Grid Sensitivity Studies 
Because the computational time required by STAR-CCM+ solver is 10 times of that 
required by GT-Hybrid, only a limited grid refinement study was attempted at a single 
collective pitch of 0 = 9.3°. Two grids with 15 Million grid points and 32 million grid 
points were considered. The results are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2  Effects of Mesh Sensitivity on Performance Predictions 
Case # 0 (degree) 𝐶𝑇 𝐶𝑞 FM 
Mesh 15M cells 9.3 6.153e-03 5.253e-04 0.650 
Mesh 22M cells 9.3 6.182e-03 5.230e-04 0.657 
Experiment 9.3 6.180e-03 4.991e-04 0.688 
As shown in Table 2, the difference between solutions obtained from coarser mesh 
and finer mesh is roughly 1% for FM. Other quantities (radial distribution of thrust and 
torque) and wake structures showed very slight differences. In this work, the 22 M grid 
was used for all further studies. 
Another parameter of interest in this study is the wake trajectory. The vortex core 
radius, or alternatively the radius of the iso-surface by Q-criterion, is sensitive to the 
numerical diffusion created by the spatial discretization. In order to ensure that a given 
mesh is applicable for further simulations, a mesh density analysis with respect to the 
positions of shed tip vortex needs to be conducted. The wake trajectory comparisons of 
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STAR-CCM+ solvers with two mesh densities are studied, and the results of computed iso-
surface of Q–criterion (which represents the size of the shed vortex) are shown in Figure 
12.  
In addition, a vorticity confinement model has been used, that reduces the non-
physical vortex core diffusion by introducing a force term to the momentum equations. 
This force term goes to zero as the grid is refined, restoring the original Navier-Stokes 
equations. According to previous CFD results by other researchers, and our own in-house 
studies, use of a vorticity confinement model does not change the integrated force but 
improves the accuracy of the wake trajectory by reducing artificial numerical diffusion of 
the tip vortex structures [89] [90].  
   
            (a) Mesh contains 15 million cells              (b) Mesh contains 22 million cells    





4.2 Comparison of Results and Validation 
In additional to the mesh density analysis conducted in the previous section, results 
from the hybrid solver and the full wake capturing solver employed in STAR-CCM+ have 
also been compared with the solutions obtained by other researchers.  
4.2.1 Mesh Description 
The surface mesh for both GT-Hybrid and STAR-CCM+ is extruded from the airfoils 
specified at selected radial locations of 18.9%, 26.5%, 40%, 75%, 80%, 84%, 95% and 
100% radius of blade. These airfoils have a blunt trailing edge. The trailing edge of the 
airfoil sections have been modified to achieve a sharp trailing edge as shown in Figure 13. 
The unstructured surface mesh employed in STAR-CCM+ is shown in Figure 14, along 
with region refinement at the leading, trailing edges and the tip region. In order to account 
for collective pitch, the blade surface mesh was rotated by the collective pitch angle of 0. 
The pre-cone angle is set to be 3.5° for all the cases in hover, to match the test data. 
 
Figure 13 Surface grid used in GT-Hybrid 
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The volume meshes used in GT-Hybrid are structured meshes generated using an in- 
house grid generator, which extrudes the structured surface mesh to a 3D C block mesh as 
shown in Figure 9. The blade form and the airfoil coordinates are specified as part of the 
input stream. Any parametric change to the blade geometry (e.g. the sweep) will have to 
be done external to the grid generator. The overset mesh used in STAR-CCM+ is created 
within STAR-CCM+ package through a pipelined meshing process.  This process allows 
for parametric changes to the rotor geometries.  
The simulations performed using STAR-CCM+ utilizes an overset mesh approach. 
The stationary background grid is comprised of a single cylindrical block with trimmed 
hexahedral unstructured elements. The background grid extends 10 radii above, 20 radii 
below and 5 radii in the radial direction. Volumetric refinement regions are in place to 
capture the vortex structures in the vicinity of the rotor. Each rotor blade is enclosed within 
a cylindrical overset mesh. The near body grid consists of unstructured, trimmed, 
hexahedral elements which are able to accommodate blades of complex shapes. The near-
body grid is refined at the leading edge, trailing edge and the tip regions using localized 
volumetric refinement regions in order to resolve the tip vortices. Figure 14 depicts the 
background stationary grid and the near-body overset grids. The near-body grids sweep 
through the stationary background mesh and interpolations are performed at the overset 
interface using the distance linear interpolation method. The coupling between the 
background and the overset cells is fully implicit. 
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           (a) Blade surface grid                     (b) Cross-section of near-body grid 
 
  (c) Overview of overset grids             (d) Cross-section of back ground field grid 
Figure 14 Surface and cross section of volume grid in STAR-CCM+ 
The trimmed mesher within STAR-CCM+ is able to utilize volumetric refinement 
zones to refine the mesh in the wake region as well as use mesh elements conservatively 
in far- field regions. The near body grids (with a 𝑦+ value of 1 normal to the surface) allow 
𝑘 − 𝜔 SST model to capture the boundary layer in fine detail. The computational cells used 
in the background mesh were 4 million, while each of the 4 overset regions used 4.5 million 
cells. The total number of computational cells used were 22 million. A sample rendering 
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Figure 15 Vorticity and Q-criterion distribution of baseline at 𝑪𝑻 /𝝈 = 0.09 
of the tip vortex structure for the swept-tapered rotor at 𝐶𝑇/𝜎 of 0.09 is shown in Figure 
15. The wake structure and the starting vortex are well captured in the plot. 
4.2.2 Integrated Load Comparisons with Other Solvers 
Comparisons of GT-Hybrid results with several other Navier-Stokes solvers are 
shown in Figure 16. For the variation of 𝐶𝑇 with the collective pitch angle, it is seen that 
all the computed data are in good agreement with each other and the experimental data. At 
higher pitch settings, GT-Hybrid has a tendency to slightly over predict the thrust 
coefficient, and STAR-CCM+ captures the experimental results better. 
The other results shown on Figure 16 are from participants in an AIAA Hover 
Workshop. There has not been any attempt to among users to use comparable grids, 
identical turbulence models or similar scheme with the same order of accuracies. As a 
consequence, the calculations do show some differences between different methodologies. 
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# Grid Points 63.4M - 400M 0.2 M 
Scheme Accuracy 
2nd order near 
the blade 
5th order in the 
off-body 








2nd order in 
space 





















Wall-clock time  





5-6 hours/ 1 
core 
The solvers and grid used in different research are shown in Table 3.Keeping these 
differences in mind, it is seen that GT-Hybrid and STAR-CCM+ tend to over predict the 
torque coefficients. The other analyses (Helios, OVERTURNS simulations done at 
University of Maryland, and the simulations done at KAIST) give very favorable 
agreement with test data. 
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(a) Thrust coefficients vs. collective pitching angle 
 
(a) Power coefficients vs. collective pitching angle 
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(a) Thrust coefficients vs. power coefficients 
 
(a) Figure of merit vs. thrust coefficients 
Figure 16 Hover performance characteristics of the baseline planform 
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(a) Tip Vortex Descent Rate 
 
(b) Tip Vortex Contraction Rate 
Figure 17 Computed Tip Vortex descent rate and Contraction Rate for 
Baseline case (𝑪𝑻/𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟗) 
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4.2.3 Wake Comparisons 
Figure 17 shows the tip vortex descent and contraction rate for the baseline at 𝐶𝑇 =
0.09 predicted by different solvers with respect to the vortex age from 0° to 270°. Because 
the hover performance is strongly influenced by rotor inflow, which is in turn determined 
by the tip vortex trajectory, tip vortex geometry and strength are important parameters in 
rotor CFD validations. As there is no test data available for the present cases, only the 
comparisons between different CFD solvers are possible.  
Considering that GT-Hybrid method utilizes the free vortex (Lagrangian) method in 
the near field with a far field trajectory model based on fitting the behavior at a specified 
wake age while all the other methods use a wake capturing (Eulerian) method, correlation 
between the GT-Hybrid and others could only be achieved for the first revolution (360° of 
vortex age) when the vortex is coherent with a very small vortex core radius. At higher 
vortex ages, factors such as numerical diffusion, grid density, etc., begin to cause 
deviations among the various methods.  
It is also observed that the GT-Hybrid free wake methodology predicts a significantly 
different tip vortex contraction rate at higher wake ages, compared to other methods. These 
differences in the tip vortex descent rate, contraction rate and strength of vortex cores 
influence the hover performance prediction by the different methods, especially at lower 
collective pitch angles. 
On the other hand, the wake capturing model used in STAR-CCM+ captures the 
wake contraction well before 180° wake age, compared to OVERTRUNS which has the 
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most agreement with the experimental data considering the integrated thrust and torque 
coefficients. However, it under-predicts the decent rate of the tip vortex. 
4.2.4 Pressure Comparisons 
As a further verification of the solvers’ capabilities, comparison of surface pressure 
distributions between three solvers - GT-Hybrid, STAR-CCM+, and OVERFLOW – have 
been done for the baseline S-76 configuration, and for a rectangular planform of same 
solidity. The OVERFLOW results are from AIAA Hover Workshop archives. The surface 
pressure distributions shown in Figure 18 are calculated corresponding to 𝐶𝑇  /𝜎 =  0.09 
condition for the two tip planforms. It is observed that there is a marginal difference at the 
inboard location of 75% radius position between the two solvers. Compared to STAR-
CCM+ and OVERFLOW [95], GT-Hybrid over-predicts the suction peak at the inboard 
location of 40% radius position for both rectangular and swept and tapered (baseline) case. 
Results of STAR-CCM+ agree generally well with solutions obtained from OVERFLOW, 
except for the pressure suction at 97.5% radius position where STAR-CCM+ prediction is 
similar to GT-Hybrid. 
 































                       (c) 75% span wise                                       (d) 75% span wise 
 
                          (e) 97.5% span wise                                    (f) 97.5% span wise 
Figure 18 Comparisons of pressure coefficient span wise distribution of the 
rectangular tip Plan- form (left) and swept tapered Planform (right) at 𝑪𝑻 /𝝈 =
 𝟎. 𝟎𝟗 obtained from different solvers 
In summary, both GT-Hybrid and STAR-CCM+ give a reasonable estimation of 


























































data or solutions obtained from other CFD solver (with different level of fidelities).  In the 
present work, GT-Hybrid was used extensively for preliminary studies and for trimming 




CHAPTER 5. ASSESSMENT OF TIP PLANFORM 
EFFECTS 
In the previous chapter, the flow solvers were validated using test data available for 
the baseline S-76 rotor with a swept tapered tip shape. In this chapter, simulations of rotors 
with different tip planforms are conducted. Since these simulations are all performed in 
house, a wealth of data-flow field, vorticity, surface pressures, and integrated thrust and 
torque are available for detail analysis of the physical phenomena. Only a small subset of 
these results are shown here, highlighting the differences between the various planforms. 
These results are presented in the following order. First, the measured and predicted 
performances of the three rotors, in terms of integrated loads (thrust, power, figure of merit) 
are presented and compared against test data. Next, the performance data for the three 
rotors are shown in tabular form. It is found that the anhedral planform does the best among 
the three planforms. Finally, the physical mechanisms behind this improvement (for the 
anhedral rotor) are explored from the flow field data.   
5.1 Measured and Predicted Performance of the Rectangular Planform Rotor 
Figure 19 shows the hover performance of the S-76 rotor with the rectangular 
planform. The variation of thrust and torque with collective pitch is comparable between 
the two solvers at high pitch settings, but differs markedly from each other at low pitch 
settings where GT-Hybrid predicts a higher torque while STAR-CCM+ is close to 
experiment [13] [6]. This difference is caused by the relatively higher induced velocities 
from the free wake model at low thrust settings, giving rise to higher induced power. At a 
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low collective pitch (under 5°), the wake tends to remain close to the rotor plane of rotation 
and hence affects the induced velocity to a greater extent.  
Figure 19 plot (c) and (d) show the improved correlations of 𝐶𝑇 vs. 𝐶𝑞 and 𝐶𝑇 vs. 
FM using the wake capture model in STAR-CCM+ compared to the free wake model in 
GT-Hybrid. At a high collective pitch setting of 9.5° for both the solvers, the under-
prediction in thrust is compensated by the under-prediction in torque which results in a 

























(a) Thrust coefficient vs collective pitch 
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(d) Figure of merit vs thrust coefficient 
Figure 19 Performance characteristics of the rectangular tip planform 
 
5.2 Measured and Predicted Performance of the Anhedral Planform Rotor 
Figure 20 shows the predicted integrated loads for the rotor with anhedral planform. 
Both solvers (GT-Hybrid and STAR-CCM+) agree well with each other on how the thrust 
and torque vs. power vary with each other. The figure of merit values also agree with each 


































































































(d) Figure of merit vs thrust coefficient 
Figure 20 Performance characteristics of the anhedral tip planform 
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It is shown in Figure 20 that the rotor performance has been improved by adding 
anhedral to the tip. As CFD methods are capable of producing a wealth of data on the tip 
vortex formation, roll-up, and subsequent evolution, the flow field visualization is shown 
in the next sub-section, accompanied by analysis for physical explanations of this 
improvement.  
5.3 Effects of Planform on Figure of Merit 
As stated earlier, the variation of figure of merit with thrust over the entire operating 
range is of particular interest. The test data [6] indicate that the unswept tip begins to pay 
a penalty at higher tip Mach numbers (0.65 in the present case). The straight tapered blade 
is more efficient at lower thrust settings. As thrust setting increases, its performance 
diminishes presumably due to transonic effects, relative to swept tips. The swept tapered 
tip with anhedral performs significantly better than all the other planforms over the entire 
range. 
We next present the predicted data for the various planforms in Figure 21. To prevent 
data clutter, only the results from GT-Hybrid are shown. It is seen that the anhedral rotor 
has the best performance, i.e. highest figure of merit, particularly at high thrust settings. 
Rectangular planform has the worst performance. These findings are consistent with the 
test data shown in Figure 21. 
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(a) Measured figure of merit data for various planforms at Mtip= 0.65 [6] 
 




(b) Effects of planform on figure of merit (Calculations Enlarged View, Calculations) 
Figure 21: Effects of planform on figure of merit 
To understand the improved performance of the baseline rotor over the rectangular 
planform, surface pressure contours, and radial loading have been examined for a 
representative thrust setting of 𝐶𝑇/𝜎 = 0.086. The sweep and the taper both tend to reduce 
the tip loading as shown Figure 21, relative to the rectangular planform. The reduction in 
the wetted area relative to the rectangular planform also has a small effect on the profile 
power. These factors collectively influence the figure of merit as seen in Figure 23. We 
next look at the anhedral tip. An examination of the blade loading shown in Figure 22 
indicates a further reduction in tip loading compared to the rectangular planform or the 
baseline S-76 planform.  
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(a) Rectangular Tip (𝐶𝑇/𝜎 = 0.086) 
 
(b) Baseline Swept Tapered Tip (𝐶𝑇/𝜎 = 0.086) 
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(c) Anhedral Tip (𝐶𝑇/𝜎 = 0.086) 
Figure 22 Pressure Distribution over the Tip Region for Three Planforms  
The effects of tip planform on the surface pressure distribution are shown in Figure 
22. In addition to the tip load reduction caused by introducing taper and sweeping angle to 
the blades, Figure 22 (c) shows there is a little increase of tip loading at the really tip region 
(98% radius) adding by anhedral angle, making the blade loading even more uniform. More 
detailed results of blade loading which can be represented by the bound circulation 































(a) CFD results of tip planform effects on rotor performance 
 
(b) Experimental results of tip planform effects on rotor performance 
Figure 23: Effects of planform on figure of merit 
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The effects of tip planform on the figure of merit are shown in Figure 23. As 
expected, tapering and sweeping leading edge improves the rotor performance by 
increasing FM at particular thrust settings. Another observation from the plot is that 
anhedral tip improves the rotor performance as well, though not significantly, and the 
change of FM is mainly due to the reducing of induced power. As shown in Table 4, the 
profile drag is not affected by the tip planform much (up to 3% differences in the profile 
power and up to 0.2% differences in total power). That means the tip planform mainly 
affects the induced power. This conclusion is consistent for both numerical solutions (from 
GT-Hybrid and STAR-CCM+) and experimental data, and it is interesting because it still 
remains unknown how the anhedral tip shape affects the thrust and torque.  
Table 4 Tip planform impact on decomposed power coefficients 
 𝐶𝑇 𝐶𝑄 FM 𝐶𝑄(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒) 
Rectangular 0.00632 0.00054 0.65620 0.0000302 
Baseline 0.00625 0.00055 0.63963 0.0000310 
Anhedral 0.00627 0.00053 0.65402 0.0000313 
There are many possible reasons for the improved performance of the anhedral tip 
relative to the baseline swept tapered tip. The hypothesis tested in this study is that the tip 
vortex is released at a lower location, below the rotor disk, for the anhedral tip compared 
to the other tip shapes. The slightly increased clearance between the vortex and rotor blades 
would make the inflow more uniform, as a result of mitigated tip vortex. 
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There are also many other aspects to explain the phenomenon of this performance 
improvements. The following sections focus on the physical explanations based on CFD 
results, and are attempted to disentangle the effects of pressure distribution (which 
dominants the thrust of the rotor), the induced velocity distribution (which affects the FM) 
and other important parameters which may lead to improvement in figure of merit.  
5.4 Effects of Planform on Bound Circulation 
 
Figure 24 Bound Circulation Distribution on the Blade 
Figure 24 shows that bound circulation distribution (from STAR-CCM+) on rotor 
blade. The bound circulation was numerically computed by a contour integral of the 


























Figure 25 Control surface created to calculate the bound circulation  
 From Kutta–Joukowski theorem, the sectional lift distribution is linear proportional 
to the bound circulation. We notice that the anhedral tip has a smoother variation of bound 
circulation compared to the baseline tip and the rectangular tip. Since tip loading will 
influence the tip vortex strength, it also follows that a swept-tapered-anhedral tip will have 
weaker tip vortices.  
5.5 Effects of Planform on Inflow Distribution 
The radial variation gives rise to trailing vortices, which in turn influence the induced 
flow.  A smoother radial distribution of bound vortices imply weaker trailing vortices, 
which in turn imply a smoother induced velocity distribution.  
Figure 26 shows the inflow velocities computed numerically for the swept and 
tapered tip shapes with and without anhedral on the rotor disk at a collective pitching of 
9.5°. Because the results are solved in the condition of hover, the induced velocity 
distribution is periodic: the results at 30°, 120°, 210°, and 300° azimuth angles all collapse 



























30 degree downstream of blades
30 degree upstream of blades
 
(a) Baseline tip  
 
(b) Anhedral tip  
Figure 26 Induced velocity distributions on the rotor disk with 𝜽𝟎 = 𝟗. 𝟓° at 


























30 degree downstream of blades
30 degree upstream of blades
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It is observed that the induced velocity at 30° downstream of the blades is higher 
than at 30° upstream of the blades for both rotors. This is simply indicative of the effects 
of blade bound circulation on the induced velocity upstream and downstream. It is also 
shown that compared to the baseline, the anhedral tip shape produces an induced velocity 
with a lower increasing slope in the span wise direction, which gives a smaller variance of 
the induced velocity.  
A time-averaged induced velocity field is shown in Figure 27 for all the three rotors. It is 
seen that the anhedral tip has a near uniform inflow over the entire radius compared to the 
other rotors. From classical blade element-momentum theory, such a uniform inflow leads 
to the theoretically lowest induced power consumed. 
In addition to the induced velocity distribution for the baseline and anhedral tip 
planform shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27, contours of non-dimensionalized induced 
velocity 𝜆 = 𝑉/𝛺𝑅 (where 𝑉 is the inflow or induced velocity in hover on the rotor disk) 
over the entire rotor disk have also been generated for the three planforms and are shown 
in Figure 28 (a), (b), (c). The areas of regions that have high induced velocity (shown in 
red and orange in the contour plots) shrink monotonically as we proceed from the 
rectangular tip, to the baseline swept taper tip, and ultimately to the anhedral tip shape. 
Consistent with the results shown in Figure 26 above, that the anhedral tip indeed produces 
a more uniform inflow over a large extent of the rotor, and this would contribute to the 




Figure 27 Non-dimensionalized Induced Velocity Distribution over the Rotor 
Disk 
 
(a) Rectangular tip  
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(b) Baseline tip  
 
(c) Anhedral tip  
Figure 28 Contour plots of the inflow velocity for the anhedral and baseline 
tip, at 9.5 degrees collective angle 
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5.6 Effects of Planform on Trailing Vortex Structures 
As observed previously, the influence of tip vortex on the induced velocity 
distribution on the rotor disk is weaker for blades with anhedral tip relative to the baseline 
and rectangular planform. Flow visualization studies are conducted and shown in this 
section to gain an insight of the trailing vortex structures for the three planforms (at the 
same blade loading 𝐶𝑇/𝜎 = 0.09). In particular, the vorticity distribution at an azimuthal 
plane 3° behind the blade tip is examined. Only the outer edges of the vortex contours are 
shown in Figure 29, and the centroid of the vortices is used as an indication of the tip vortex 
location. To quantify and compare the positions of the tip vortex for all configurations, the 
iso-surface of the Q-criterion is used which is a common way of show the vortex positions 
and radius.  
 

















Rectangular @ 3 deg. Azimuth
Baseline @ 3 deg. Azimuth
Anhedral @ 3 deg. Azimuth
Blade Location
Vortex 1 (Tip vortex)
Vortex 2 ( Tip vortex of the Previous blade)
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It is seen that the primary tip vortex is released at a slightly lower location for the 
anhedral tip. In addition, the tip vortex shed from the previous anhedral blade is seen to be 
more diffused compared to the same blade with a baseline S-76 tip or the rectangular tip. 
According to Biot-Savart Law, this diffused vortex structure would also be expected to 
give rise to a smoother inflow distribution. 
We next look at the tip vortex structures in more detail. Figure 30 shows the tip 
vortices for the S-76 baseline configuration released from the current blade and the 
previous two blades. The older tip vortices are seen at the lower positions, advected by the 
inflow directed downwards. There is a slight diffusion of the vortex structures from the 
previous blades compared to the current one. 
Figure 31 shows similar visualizations for the anhedral tip. First of all, it is 
consistently seen that the vortices from the previous two blades are slightly more diffused 
compared to the S-76 configuration although nearly identical grid densities and turbulence 
model are employed.  
We also see that after 10° wake age, there is a vortex below the current tip vortex 
which is caused by the merging of two vortices – a vortex shed from the current blade (at 
the bend point of anhedral tip) and an older tip vortex shed from the previous blades. These 
two vortices are displaced vertically, and the upper vortex can be traced back to the radial 
location where the anhedral bend of the planform occurs. It is intuitive to expect that adding 
anhedral angle to the blade would change the span wise circulation distribution because of 
the upper vortex shed from the bend corner on the rotor blades. Therefore, the weaker 
vortex (compared to the tip vortex) shed at the anhedral bending point of the planform is  
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Figure 30 Wake structure released from the baseline tip 






Tip vortex from the 
previous blade 




Figure 31 Wake structure released from the anhedral tip 
Tip vortex from the 
previous blade 
Tip vortex 




called secondary tip vortex in this thesis, and detailed analysis of the circulation 
distribution on the rotor blades will be shown in the next sub-section. Because of the 
presence of the weaker vortex shed from the anhedral tip bend location and weaker tip 
vortex, the anhedral tip case is also expected to have a smoothed out inflow distribution 
over the rotor disk.  
5.7 Anhedral Angle Sensitivity on FM  
Once the influence of anhedral angle on rotor performance in hover and forward 
flight is well analyzed, a parametric study of the variation of anhedral angle is conducted 
for an overall picture of the understanding.  
The simulation with a sweep of anhedral angles trimmed at the same thrust setting 
has been conducted in this work using STAR CCM+. The results for the performance are 
shown in Table 5 and in Figure 32. 
Table 5 Effect of Anhedral Angle on Rotor Performance (Rotor is trimmed 
for 𝑪𝑻/𝝈 =  𝟎. 𝟎𝟗) 
Anhedral Angle 0° 5° 10° 15° 20° 
𝐶𝑇 0.006260 0.006370 0.006289 0.006292 0.006300 
𝐶𝑄 0.000540 0.000545 0.000531 0.000530 0.000530 
Figure of Merit 0.648942 0.659747 0.663752 0.666220 0.667661 
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Experimental data is available only at 0° and 20° anhedral angles, shown as the green 
rectangular dot in Figure 32. The differences between the predictions and measurements 
are 4.9% and 4.7% respectively at these two anhedral values. From the figure, the wake 
capture model predicts the trends of FM well compared to the experimental data, but the 
absolute values are slightly off by a fixed amount. The identification of the origin of this 













Figure 32 Comparisons of results from Star-CCM+ and the experiment 
As shown in the numerical simulations, increasing the anhedral angle improves the 
rotor efficiency, but the relationship is not linear such that beyond 16 degrees adding more 
does not show additional improvements in the figure of merit. 
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CHAPTER 6. TIP PLANFORM EFFECTS IN FORWARD 
FLIGHT 
In the previous chapter, we primarily focused on the effects of the tip planform on 
hover performance. In this section, we investigate how the tip planform affects the forward 
flight performance as a function of thrust setting CT/ at a representative advance ratio of 
0.25, and hover tip Mach number of 0.6.  
6.1 Trim and Cyclic Pitch Control 
Trimming a rotor in hover is relatively straightforward. For a specified thrust setting 
CT/it is only necessary to iteratively adjust the collective pitch angle 0. The coning 
angle 0 of the rotor may be found from the equation: 




A very simple rigid body rotation is needed to rotate the grid as 𝛽0 changes with trim. 
In forward flight, in addition to the thrust setting 𝐶𝑇/𝜎, it is customary to specify the 
shaft angle of attack 𝛼 shaft (or the tip path plane angle 𝛼𝑇𝑃𝑃), and the pitching and rolling 
moments at the hub. The shaft angle determines the tip path angle, and vice versa, and 
affects the propulsive force generated by the rotor. In this work, the shaft angle of attack 
(measured in experiments) was used, with the recommended corrections for wind tunnel 
wall interference effects [14] [12]. 
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The trim variables are the collective pitch 0 , the longitidinl cyclic 1𝑐 , and the 
lateral cyclic 1𝑠. The blade undergoes a sinusoidal pitching montion as shown below: 
= 0 + 1𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛹 + 1𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛹 
The trim variables are iteratively adjusted until the specified thrust setting and the 












 𝑑𝑟𝑑𝜑 = 0 
Instead of specifying the thrust setting, the collective pitch was specified and the 
resulting thrust was computed.  
The blade flapping response was computed from 




A harmonic balancing approach was used to solve the above equation. In this 
approach, we first assume the flapping motion:  
𝛽 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛹 + 𝛽1𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛹 + 𝛽2𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛹 + 𝛽2𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛹 +⋯ 
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Only the first harmonics are kept. We next represent the right hand side as a Fourier 
series. We equated the constant term, and the sine and cosine terms on the left and right 
sides to extract the flapping dynamics. 
Table 6 shows the resulting values for a range of collective pitch settings.  
Table 6 Cyclic pitching setting for 5 runs with 𝝁 = 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓,𝑴𝒕𝒊𝒑 = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟎 [14] 
[12]  
0 1𝑐 1𝑠 𝛽1𝑐 𝛽1𝑐 𝐶𝑇/𝜎 𝐶𝑄/𝜎 ∆𝛼 
2 8.67 2.60 0.17 0.07 0.01779 0.001092 0.13 
4 8.5 3.74 0.17 0.2 0.03833 0.001245 0.27 
6 8.39 4.75 0.03 0.19 0.05809 0.001544 0.42 
8 8.29 6.38 0.12 0.19 0.07790 0.002120 0.56 
10 7.81 7.58 0.07 0.31 0.09931 0.002900 0.71 
6.2 Integrated Data in Forward Flight Condition  
Forward flight calculations have been done for the baseline rotor and the rotor with 
the anhedral tip for the conditions shown in Table 6 above [14]. It is was necessary to 
perform the calculations for five full revolutions of the rotor, in order to remove the 
transients in the solution that arise during the impulsive start. Figure 33 shows the 
azimuthal variation of the thrust coefficient and the hub moments for a representative 
condition, of the baseline S-76 rotor, for revolutions from 3 to 5. It is seen that periodicity 
has been established after the second revolution, and that the hub moments are varying 



































Figure 33 Historical integrated force coefficients, flapping moment 
coefficients, pitching moment coefficient 
Figure 34 shows the variation of the torque coefficient with the thrust setting. For 
comparison, the measured data for the baseline S-76 rotor are also shown. The agreement 
for the Baseline S-76 between the predictions and measurements is reasonable, given the 
fact that elastic effects and the hinge offset effects were not included.  It is also seen that 
the integrated performance is not affected significantly by the addition of anhedral to the 
tip. The reason is as follows. The power consumed by the rotor is the sum of induced 
power, parasite power, and profile power. As advance ratio increases, parasite power and 
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profile power increase, and induced power decrease. Any benefits (or reductions) in 
induced power attributable to the tip effects becomes very small, and make negligible 
contributions to the total power.  Figure 35 indicates that the wake structures are nearly the 
same at this advance ratio and thrust setting for the baseline rotor and the rotor with 
anhedral. Finally, Figure 36 indicates that the induced velocity at a representative instance 
in time is nearly identical for these two rotors. This further confirms that induced power 

















Figure 34 Performance comparisons of the baseline and the anhedral tip 
In addition to integrated data, stability and aeroelasticity are also important in rotor 
aerodynamics. It is known in fixed wing design that anhedral wing decreases the lateral 
stability of the aircraft [96]. Some of rotorcraft studies indicate that the effect of tip droop 
(anhedral) is stabilizing, particularly for the first lag mode in hover [97]. The same studies 
also indicate that with a proper optimized twisted and anhedral tip, there are beneficial 
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effects in hover and a slightly decrease in vibration levels at high flight speeds. It is further 
known that the performance of a rectangular planform rotor with a drooped tip is degraded 
compared to rectangular tip without any droop in forward flight. as much [98].  
 
Figure 35 Non-dimensionalized wake circulation colored by strength for the 
baseline tip and the anhedral tip at CT=0.0023 
However, some other studies indicate that anhedral decreases rotor performance 
significantly in forward flight offsetting the improvement anhedral provides in hover, due 
to a downward deflection of the blade tip [99]. Although those aspects are not considered 
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in the study, there are important aspects of helicopter rotor performance that must be 
considered in future studies. 
 
(a) Baseline Tip 
 
(b) Anhedral Tip 
Figure 36 Induce velocity on rotor blades  
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
A systematic study of the effects of tip shape on the hover performance of a S-76 
rotor has been conducted using two computational fluid dynamics methodologies – a 
hybrid Navier-Stokes/free wake solver (GT-Hybrid) and a wake capturing commercial 
Navier-Stokes solver (STAR-CCM+ package). In addition to the baseline S-76 planform, 
a rectangular unswept tip, and S-76 with parametrically varying anhedral have been 
considered. Comparisons with available test data and other numerical solutions have been 
performed. The results from present CFD simulations and the experimental data from 
various other sources all show that rotors with an anhedral tip achieve the best performance 
in hover. 
In addition to quantitative comparisons of the rotor performance, underlying physical 
mechanisms behind this improved hover performance of the anhedral tip planform have 
been studied. This was done through comparisons of surface pressure distributions, radial 
distribution of the bound circulation, radial distribution of the induced velocity, and tip 
vortex structures. The thrust loading CT/ was kept constant when comparing one planform 
against another.  
7.1 Conclusions of the Current Study 
Based on the studies performed, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The straight blade is more efficient at lower thrust settings. As thrust setting 
increases, its performance diminishes relative to swept tips presumably due to 
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transonic effects. The swept tapered tip with anhedral performs significantly 
better than all the other planforms over the entire range. 
2. For a specified thrust loading CT/ sweep and taper both tend to reduce the tip 
loading, relative to the rectangular planform. The reduction in the wetted area 
relative to the rectangular planform also has a small effect on the profile power. 
These factors collectively improve the figure of merit of the baseline S-76 rotor 
compared to the rectangular planform. An examination of the blade loading for 
the rotor with anhedral tip indicates that a further reduction in tip loading 
compared to the rectangular planform or the baseline S-76 planform.  
3. Since tip loading will influence the tip vortex strength, it also follows that a 
swept-tapered-anhedral tip will have weaker tip vortices. This observation is 
independently confirmed from estimates of the bound circulation.  The bound 
circulation was numerically computed by a contour integral of the velocity 
vector. It was observed that the anhedral tip has a smoother variation of bound 
circulation compared to the baseline tip and the rectangular tip. 
4. Rotor with the anhedral tip was found to have more uniform inflow velocity 
distribution along the radial direction. This could be explained as follows. The 
radial variation in bound circulation gives rise to trailing vortices, which in turn 
influence the induced flow. A smoother radial distribution of bound vortices 
imply weaker trailing vortices, which in turn imply a smoother induced velocity 
distribution. From Calculus of Variations, at a given thrust level, the kinetic 
energy dumped into the wake is the lowest when the inflow is uniform. As a 
result, induced power is the least for anhedral planforms at a given thrust level.  
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5. There is a point of diminishing return as the anhedral angle is progressively 
increased. No significant improvement in the figure of merit was observed above 
an anhedral angle of 20 degrees. 
6. In forward flight, the anhedral tip and the baseline rotor both behaved similarly. 
The inflow velocity distribution at selected time levels, the tip vortex structures 
and strength, and the total power as a function of the thrust setting were 
comparable. 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Based on the computational studies and conclusions, the following recommendations 
are made for future research: 
1. Because of the large number of simulations needed (three blade planforms, 5 to 10 
thrust settings), all the wake capturing calculations were done on a 22 Million point 
engineering quality grid. Follow-on studies on denser grids for a selected subset of 
these cases would yield better captured wake structures, and may yield additional 
insight into the flow phenomena.  
2. In the present studies, the flow was assumed to be fully turbulent. Future studies 
should include the effects of transition. 
3. The present calculations were limited to rotors in hover and forward flight at a 
single advance ratio 𝜇 = 0.25.  The blades were assumed to be rigid. It would be 
interesting to conduct forward flight studies with over a broad range of advance 
ratios. It is also recommended that the elastic effects be included to assess the 
effects of anhedral on power consumption, and vibratory loads. It would also be 
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interesting to study descent flight to explore how the anhedral changes the BVI 
phenomena that invariably arise during descent. 
4. Finally, the effects of rotor planform on rotor noise must be studied in hover, 
forward flight, and in descent, and further more optimization of the blade made. 
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APPENDIX A  GT-HYBRID METHODOLOGY 
GT-Hybrid is a three-dimensional unsteady viscous compressible flow solver. The 
flow is modeled by first principles using the Navier-Stokes methodology. GT-Hybrid 
solves the three-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in the transformed body-
fitted coordinate system using a time-accurate, finite volume scheme.  
The Navier-Stokes equations in transformed generalized curvilinear coordinate 












= 0, (A. 1) 
where  denotes the chord-wise direction,  denotes the radial direction and  the normal 
direction. is the flow vector, represented as  
















The inviscid flux vector is defined as follows, 
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where J is Jacobian and u,v,w are the Cartesian components of velocity in an inertial 
coordinate system. Also, e is the total energy per unit volume and pressure p is given by 
the equation of state as follows: 
𝑝 = (𝛾 − 1) {𝑒 − 𝜌 (
𝑢2 + 𝑣2 + 𝑤2
2
)} (A.4) 





(𝑢 − 𝑥𝜏) + 𝑦(𝑣 − 𝑦𝜏) + 𝑧(𝑤 − 𝑧𝜏)  









(𝑢 − 𝑥𝜏) + 𝑦(𝑣 − 𝑦𝜏) + 𝑧(𝑤 − 𝑧𝜏) (A.5) 
where  𝑥𝜏, 𝑦𝜏, 𝑧𝜏 represent the motion of the grid relative to the inertial coordinate system 
(x,y,z). The viscous flux vector is given by,  
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µ(𝑢𝑥 + 𝑣𝑦 + 𝑤𝑧) + 2µ𝑤𝑧  
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𝜏𝑥𝑦 = 𝜏𝑦𝑥 = µ(𝑢𝑦 + 𝑣𝑥)  
𝜏𝑦𝑧 = 𝜏𝑧𝑦 = µ(𝑣𝑧 + 𝑤𝑦)  
𝜏𝑧𝑥 = 𝜏𝑥𝑧 = µ(𝑤𝑥 + 𝑢𝑧)  




































where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, and µ is the dynamic viscosity. 
A.1 Spatial Discretization 
















































































































A.1.1 Computation of Inviscid Fluxes 
The inviscid fluxes E, F, G above represent the fluxes in mass, momentum and 
energy respectively. Solutions to NS equations encompass acoustic, vortical and entropy 
waves. A variety of flux-vector splitting and flux-difference splitting schemes split the flux 
terms based on contributions from the individual waves. In the current work, Roe’s 









{(?̂?𝐿 + ?̂?𝑅) − |?̂?|(𝑞𝑅 − 𝑞𝐿)} (A.10) 
where, qRis set equal to the value of q just to the right of the (i ±
1
2
, 𝑗, 𝑘) node and qL is 
set to the value of q just to the left of (𝑖 ±
1
2
 𝑜𝑟 𝑗 ±
1
2
 𝑜𝑟 𝑘 ±
1
2
) node. The fluxes ?̂?𝐿 and 
?̂?𝑅are evaluated at the half node (𝑖 ±
1
2
, 𝑗, 𝑘)  using the flow properties from the left and 


































The quantities U, ℎ0 and 𝑡 are contravariant velocity, specific total enthalpy and 
the grid velocity of the coordinate surface (𝑖 +
1
2
, 𝑗, 𝑘) in the normal direction of the surface, 
respectively. The term |?̂?|(𝑞𝑅 − 𝑞𝐿) in Equation. (A.12) represents the numerical viscosity 
term as computed by the approach presented by Vinokur and Liu [94], where  
























































𝐶1 = −|?̃?1| + 0.5(|?̃?2| + |?̃?3|) 
𝐶2 = −|?̃?2| − |?̃?3| 
(A.13) 
The operator ∆ is defined as a jump across the cell face. The characteristic wave speeds are 
given by: 
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?̃?1 = ?̃? 
?̃?2 = ?̃? + 𝑎 
?̃?3 = ?̃? − 𝑎 
(A.14) 
All the “Roe-averaged” quantities are denoted by tilde sign, and are given by 




?̃? = √𝜌𝑅𝜌𝐿 
?̃? = 𝑢𝐿 (
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1 + 𝑅
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1 + 𝑅










(?̃?2 + ?̃?2 + ?̃?2)] 
(A.15) 
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In the current implementation, the Monotone Upstream Centered Scheme for Conservation 
Laws (MUSCL) [95] is used. The MUSCL scheme is given as: 
𝑞𝐿 = {1 +
[(1 − 𝑘)∇ + (1 + 𝑘)∆]
4
}𝑞𝑖 
𝑞𝑅 = {1 −




where ∆ and ∇ are the forward and backward difference operators, respectively. 
The choice of parameter k determines the spatial accuracy of the scheme. The value 
of k = -1 yields a second-order fully upwind scheme, while k = 1 yields a second-order 
central difference scheme. In the present work, k = 
1
3
  yields a third-order accurate upwind 
scheme.  
In regions of large gradients and discontinuities, a high-order scheme must be 
reduced to a lower order to maintain stability and to restrict numerical oscillations in the 
solution. This may be accomplished by employing a flux limiter. A limiter is defined as a 
nonlinear algorithm that reduces the high-derivative content of a subgrid interpolant in 
order to make it non-oscillatory [96]. In the present methodology, the alternative form of 
Van Albada flux limiter [97] typically used in high order spatial schemes is used. It is 














Thus, the flux limiter is implemented as 
𝜑𝑙 =
2(∇𝑞𝑖)(∆𝑞𝑖) +




(∇𝑞𝑖+1)2 + (∆𝑞𝑖+1)2 +
 
(A.19) 
where  is a parameter that ensures there is no indeterminancy in regions of zero gradients.  
A.1.2 Computation of Viscous Fluxes 
The viscous fluxes 𝑅, 𝑆, 𝑇 are computed using a symmetric second order central 
difference scheme. The viscous fluxes contain derivatives of the velocity components, such 














A.1.3 Temporal Discretization 
With the above discretizations, the Navier-Stokes equations are expressed as follows: 
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where the superscripts refer to the time levels ‘𝑛’ and ‘𝑛 + 1’. The semi-implicit time 
marching scheme with first-order backward differencing is used to advance the governing 
parabolic equations. The operators . ,  are the standard central difference operators. 
The inviscid and viscous fluxes are computed at the half-points. 
Note that the vector ?̂?  contains the Jacobian term which is not a constant for 
deforming grids. The above discretization yields a nonlinear system of algebraic equations 
for the unknown flow properties. The non-linear fluxes are linearized by performing a 
Taylor series expansion, so that 
?̂?𝑛+1 = ?̂?𝑛 + [𝐴𝑛](?̂?𝑛+1 − ?̂?𝑛) 
?̂?𝑛+1 = ?̂?𝑛 + [𝐵𝑛](?̂?𝑛+1 − ?̂?𝑛) 
?̂?𝑛+1 = ?̂?𝑛 + [𝐶𝑛](?̂?𝑛+1 − ?̂?𝑛) 
(A.22) 
where the quantities [𝐴𝑛], [𝐵𝑛] and [𝐶𝑛] are 5×5 flux Jacobian matrices, defined as: 
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𝐴 =  
𝜕?̂?
𝜕?̂?
;      𝐵 =  
𝜕?̂?
𝜕?̂?

































































































φ2  = (γ − 1) (










𝜎 = 𝛾 − 1 
𝛩 =  
𝑡
+  




Then, the matrices [B] and [C] are evaluated in terms of the respective generalized 




𝑛)]∆?̂?𝑛+1 = [𝑅𝐻𝑆]𝑛 (A.24) 
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where 
nnn qqq ˆˆˆ 11   , and I is the identity matrix. The term [RHS], referred to as the 





HGFRHS     (A.25) 
A second order temporal accuracy version of the current temporal scheme is also 

















In this context, ?̂?𝑛+1,𝑙  is the latest estimate of ?̂? at new time level 𝑛 + 1, and a 
previous sub-iteration 𝑙.  
In Eq. (A.23), then ∆?̂?𝑛+1 is viewed as  
∆?̂?𝑛+1 = ?̂?𝑛+1,𝑙+1 − ?̂?𝑛+1,𝑙 (A.27) 
In steady-state problems, the residual ∆?̂? should be reduced to an acceptably small 
value for the calculation to be considered converged. In time dependent or unsteady 
problems, however, the residual does not need to reach a minimum value and may vary 
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with time depending on the flow situation. Equation (A.25) may be viewed as a matrix 
system,  
][}ˆ]{[ RHSqM   (A.28) 
Solution of Eq. (A.28) is computationally expensive because the unfactored coefficient 
matrix [M], which is a seven-diagonal matrix, requires vast computer storage and 
computing time to invert. In order to reduce the computational work, this sparse matrix [M] 
is approximately factored into three sparse matrices using a Lower-Upper Symmetric 
Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) implicit scheme proposed by Yoon and Jameson [99]. The LU-
SGS method ensures that the matrix is diagonally dominant. This scheme is widely used to 
solve the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. 
A.2 Geometric Conservation Law 
The geometric conservation law (GCL) is used to satisfy the conservative relations 
of the surfaces and volumes of the control cells. In moving meshes, the GCL states that the 
volumetric increment of a moving cell must be equal to the sum of the changes along the 
surfaces that enclose the volume. Thomas and Lombard [100] formulated the differential 
form of the geometric conservation law. The GCL terms can be identified from the 
differential form of the Navier-Stokes equations in generalized coordinates. 

















































































































+ RHSGCL (A.32) 
where 
























A.3 Boundary and Interface Conditions 
At the surface of the blade, the solid wall, no-slip, and adiabatic wall boundary conditions 
and zero pressure gradient at the wall are applied as follows: 











The boundary conditions must be formulated to keep the solution physical and 
prevent any non-physical reflection at the boundary.  The upstream and downstream 
Riemann invariants imposed at the far-field boundary are given by 









The Riemann invariants correspond to the incoming 𝑅−  and outgoing 𝑅+characteristic 
waves. Eigen values associated with the characteristic velocities are given by 
𝜆1 = ?⃗? 𝑛 + 𝑎 (A.34) 
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𝜆2 = ?⃗? 𝑛 − 𝑎 
The normal velocity vector ?⃗? 𝑛 is outwardly directed from the interior computational 
domain. The velocity at the outer boundary consists of free-stream velocity, velocity 
component due to grid movement, and the induced velocity due to all the wake filaments 
and boundary vorticity from other blades.  When ?⃗? 𝑛 is negative, 𝜆2 is negative as well and 
therefore the inflow condition is applied. In such a case, if 𝜆1  is also negative, all the 
information comes from the free-stream. On the other hand, if 𝜆1 is positive, one piece of 
information comes from the interior and the others come from the free-stream. At the far-
field, inboard and outboard surfaces, the characteristics based inflow/outflow boundary 
condition which are non-reflective are used.  
A.4 Turbulence Model 
In order to predict turbulent flows by numerical solutions to the Reynolds 
equations, it is necessary to make closing assumptions about the apparent turbulent stress. 
The Reynolds stress terms 𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗
′ , cannot be solved directly and therefore are modeled. 
Boussinesq assumption states that the apparent turbulent shearing stresses are related to the 
rate of the mean strain through an “eddy” viscosity concept, which is represented in the 
tensor form as: 
−𝜌𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗








where µ𝑇 is the turbulent viscosity, 𝑢𝑖
′, 𝑢𝑗
′  are the instantaneous velocity fluctuations about 
the mean velocity components 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗  respectively and 𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗
′ is the time-averaged value 
of the product 𝑢𝑖
′ and 𝑢𝑗
′. The turbulence models currently implemented in the hybrid CFD 
solver are Spalart-Allmaras (SA) [101], Spalart-Allmaras-DES (SA-DES) [102], and 
Kinetic Eddy Simulation (KES) [103], [104].  
A.4.1 Spalart Allmaras Model 
Some of the key features of the SA model are described. The SA model uses the 
Boussinesq approximation to relate the Reynolds stresses to a kinematic turbulent eddy 
viscosity and the mean strain-rate tensor.  
𝜈𝑡 = 𝜈𝑓𝑣1 (A.36) 
The transport equation for the variable 𝜈 is given by 
𝐷𝜈
𝐷𝑡
= 𝐶𝑏1𝜈 (𝛺 +
𝜈
𝑘2𝑑2












[∇ ∙ ((𝜈 + 𝜈)∇𝜈) + 𝐶𝑏2(∇𝜈)
2]




The terms on the right hand side consist of the source terms for production, 
dissipation and diffusion. The turbulent length scale d is defined as the distance to the 
nearest wall. The functions 𝑓𝑣1, 𝑓𝑣2, 𝑓𝑤  and the model constants 𝐶𝑏1, 𝐶𝑏1, 𝐶𝑏1, 𝑘, 𝜎  are 
described in detail by Spalart and Allmaras [101]. Ω represents the magnitude of vorticity.  
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A.4.2 Spalart-Allmaras Detached Eddy Simulation (SA-DES) 
For modeling separated flows, an extension to the SA model has been proposed by 
Spalart [102] which blends the RANS turbulence model in boundary layers, together with 
coarse-mesh LES in regions of separated flow. This approach is called the SA-DES model. 
Within the boundary layer, the turbulent scales are very small and need to be modeled, and 
therefore the DES model operates in RANS mode. Outside the boundary layer, SA-DES 
switches to an LES-type model, where the turbulence scales are well resolved by the grid. 
In regions away from the wall, this definition is replaced by the maximum cell size as 
follows: 
?̃? = min (𝑑, 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑆∆) (A.38) 
where ∆= max (∆𝑥, ∆𝑦, ∆𝑧). The model constant used in this study is 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑆 = 0.65.  
A.4.3 Menter’s k--SST Model 
Menter’s k- -SST model [100] solves the two equations for k (turbulent kinetic 
energy) and  (specific turbulent dissipation rate).  Near the walls, k- -SST model solves 
the k- equations that do not require any near wall damping functions. Away from walls, 
the k -SST model switches over to the k- equations which do not suffer from the free 





These equations are expressed in the curvilinear coordinate system the same way 
the mean flow transport equations are cast. A first order accurate time marching scheme is 
used. A first order upwind scheme is used for the transport of k and . The diffusion terms 
are computed using second order accurate central differences in the transformed plane. The 
length scale is computed from 
 
(A.40) 









The eddy viscosity is computed from 
 
Where a1=0.3 
A.5 Rotor Inflow Modeling 
In low speed operations, the rotor flow environment is strongly modified by the 
interaction between the rotor blade and the vortices shed from the neighboring blades. The 
ability to predict this wake is important, especially for blade-vortex interactions (BVI) in 
forward flight. In addition to the near wake, the rotor far wake that extends up to 4-6 rotor 
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diameters needs to be captured or modeled to accurately predict the rotor inflow field. The 
requirement that the vortex core in the far wake be resolved without dissipation can make 
CFD wake capturing methods like OVERFLOW computationally expensive. GT-Hybrid 
CFD solver utilizes a hybrid methodology where the flow field near the blade is resolved 
through the Navier-Stokes solution, whereas the influence of the other blades and of the 
trailing vorticity in the far field wake are accounted for by modeling them as a collection 
of piece-wise linear bound and trailing vortex elements.  The near wake is captured 
inherently in the Navier-Stokes analysis.  The use of such a hybrid Navier-Stokes/vortex 
modeling method allows for an accurate and economical modeling of viscous features near 
the blades, and an accurate “non-diffusive” modeling of the trailing wake in the far field. 
A.5.1 Rigid/Free Wake Model 
The vortex model is based on a Lagrangian wake approach where a collection of 
vortex elements are shed from the rotor blade trailing edge. This wake model is based on 
the assumption that all shed vorticity from blade coalesce downstream into a strong tip 
vortex. The convection of the tip vortex elements depends on differing approaches – rigid 
wake or free wake model. In the rigid wake model, the wake elements are non-distorting 
hence they maintain their initial helical structure and they are convected at a speed 
determined by linear superposition of free stream velocity components and a uniform 
inflow velocity. This inflow velocity is determined using the Prandtl-Glauert’s formula  
[105]. The convection velocity components in free/distorting wake model include velocity 
components induced by wake elements on each other in addition to above mentioned 
velocity components. The effect of bound vortex is also included for computation of self-
induced velocity components. These self-induced velocity components are determined 
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using the Biot-Savart law. Free wake methods provide more generality with a minimum 
dependence on experimental data but they are also computationally more expensive than 
rigid wake modeling. 
In the current implementation, the free/rigid wake model is initialized with 
prescribed wake geometry. The wake strengths are initialized using an analytical model 
developed by Mello et al. [106]. The number of revolutions of the wake preserved in the 
model is chosen by the user. In forward flight, 3 to 5 wake revolutions are chosen, 
depending on the advance ratio. In the hybrid method, the wake strength and geometry are 
assumed to vary periodically with blade azimuthal location. New wake filaments are added 
at the vortex shedding point as the rotor is advanced in the azimuthal direction. To keep 
the fixed number of wake elements small, the oldest elements are dropped from the end of 
the wake. The induced velocity components and wake geometry distortion are updated for 
all wake elements each time new wake filaments are shed. Also, in order to reduce the 
computational cost, the frequency of updating the wake distortion can be controlled, 
permitting induced velocity and wake geometry updates at periodic azimuthal intervals. 
The free wake model is a better physical representation of the wake than a rigid wake model, 
and therefore it is used for all the studies presented in this work. 
A.5.2 Navier-Stokes/Wake Model Coupling 
The wake model derives its vortex strength from the Navier-Stokes solutions. The 
effect of the wake model on the Navier-Stokes solution is accounted for by applying wake 
induced velocity components as a boundary condition on the Navier-Stokes far-field 
boundaries. This coupling between the Navier-Stokes solution and the wake model is 
explicit in nature. The effect of the wake lags the Navier-Stokes solution. The strength of 
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the vortex elements in the tip vortex is set to be equal to the peak bound circulation on the 
rotor blade at the instant the element is shed. The peak bound circulation is obtained from 
airloads predicted by Navier-Stokes solution using the Kutta-Joukowski theorem. The 
shedding point of the vortex element is based on the centroid of trailed circulation between 
the tip and location of peak bound circulation. The wake induced velocity components are 
computed at domain boundary points using the Biot-Savart law. The wake trailers used for 
boundary condition computation includes trailing and bound wake from all blades but 
neglects the contribution of the elements within the CFD volume grid trailed immediately 
from the blade. It is necessary to exclude the wake trailers inside the CFD volume grid to 
avoid double counting the vorticity already captured by the Navier-Stokes solution. An 
imaginary bounding box is used to determine whether a wake marker is inside or outside 
the Navier-Stokes domain. The induced velocity of the wake trailers inside the bounding 
box is not considered. 
A.6 Multiple Trailer Wake Model  
The wake model represented by a single concentrated tip vortex trailing from a 
region near the blade tip assumes that all inboard wake is either weak or coalesces into the 
tip vortex immediately that the effect of inboard wake can be easily ignored. This 
assumption would be appropriate for high speed flight but would be physically less 
accurate for rotors in low speed forward and descent flight since location and strength of 
the inboard vortices are critical for predicting blade vortex interaction (BVI) phenomena. 
To address this issue, a full-span wake model or multiple trailer wake model is available 
in the GT-Hybrid solver as an alternative to the tip vortex model. The multiple trailer wake 
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model is based on Prandtl’s lifting-line theory [107]. For a three-dimensional blade, the 
bound vorticity, located at quarter chord line of the blade is trailed into the wake from the 
blade tip and root. Vorticity is also shed from the blade mid-span regions because of radial 
changes in the bound circulation. Therefore, the single tip vortex is replaced by user 
specified number of multiple vortex segments trailed from all the blades. The trailers are 
equally distributed along the blade span. The strength of the vortex elements is based on 
radial gradient of bound circulation and number of wake trailers chosen by the user. The 
vorticity strength of first wake element of trailer n at any azimuthal position Ψ is given by  
Γ𝑡𝑟(Ψ, 𝑛) = Γ(Ψ, 𝑛 + 1) −  Γ(Ψ, 𝑛) (A.43) 
The geometry of the far wake undergoes distortion due to the influence of the self-
induced velocity components and also due to the time rate of change in circulation of each 
wake trailer segment. The multiple trailer wake model uses the Vatistas core model [108], 
[109] and the Bhagwat-Leishman core growth model [110]. Turbulence in the tip vortex 
affects the diffusion of vorticity, and these effects were incorporated using an empirically 
validated correction for the average apparent or “eddy” viscosity. The vortex induced 
velocity profiles measured in experiments were found to exhibit strong self-similarity when 
using the vortex core radius as a length-scale, suggesting that a generalized model is 
possible. This model accounts for the effect of both laminar and turbulent viscosities on 
























where 𝑟𝑐⃗⃗   is viscous core radius, a1 and α are empirical parameters,𝑉∞ is freestream velocity. 
The use of the multiple trailer model significantly increases computational time 
because the calculation of wake geometries scale approximately as 𝑛2  where 𝑛  is the 
number of wake trailers. A comparison of single tip vortex model vs. multiple trailer model 
on airloads predictions for UH-60A will be addressed in the next chapter. 
A.7 Shed Wake Model 
The multiple trailer vortex does not include the wake shed due to temporal change 
in bound vorticity strength. Kelvin’s theorem [107] states that the circulation around a 
closed curve moving with the fluid remains constant with time.  This means a counter-
rotating vortex is shed equal in magnitude to the change in bound circulation.  This 
additional wake is modeled through a shed wake model. The effect of the shed wake on 
the source blade is adequately captured by the Navier-Stokes solution but its effect on 
adjacent blades needs to be modeled. The vorticity strength of wake element shed between 
trailer 𝑛 and 𝑛 + 1 at azimuth 𝛹 is given as follows,  
Γ𝑠ℎ(Ψ, 𝑛) = Γ(Ψ, 𝑛) −  Γ(Ψ − ∆Ψ, 𝑛) (A.45) 
A.8 Computational Time 
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The efficiency of the hybrid methodology depends on the computational grid 
resolution, the order of the numerical scheme used in discretization, and the type of the 
wake model. In this study, hover calculations typically required 5 rotor revolutions. The 
total computational time is 10 hours per case on a 24 core workstation; for forward flight, 
which requires 4 revolutions, approximately 6  hours are needed to complete the 




APENDIX B  
B.1 STAR-CCM+ Numerical Methodology 
STAR-CCM+ has several solvers within the commercial package, and each solver is 
tailored for a specific set of flow conditions. The solver used in the present study models 
air as a compressible ideal gas, and the turbulence parameters are modeled by solving the 
RANS equations with Menter’s 𝑘 − 𝜔 SST model [100]. The conservation equations for 
mass and momentum are solved simultaneously using implicit spatial interpolation in an 
unsteady analysis with a coupled algebraic multi-grid method [101].  
B.2 Temporal and Spatial Discretization 
The wake-capturing simulations performed using STAR-CCM+ employ a density-
based approach where the conservation of mass, the momentum equations and the energy 
equations are coupled and solved simultaneously at each time step. The integral form of 
Navier-Stokes equations is used for a fixed, arbitrary control volume 𝑉 with differential 







+∮[𝑭 − 𝑮] ∙ 𝑑𝑨 = ∫ 𝑺𝑑𝑉
𝑉
 (B.1) 
Here 𝑾 is the vector of primitive variables in the Navier-Stokes equations, Γ is a 
preconditioning matrix, 𝑭 and 𝑮 are the convective and diffusive flux vectors, and 𝐒 =
 [0, ρΩ ×  u, 0]𝑇  is the source vector associated with the rotation of the reference frame at 














The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian, and the influence of the gravity on the flow is 
negligible.  
B.3 Surface and Volume Integrals for flux calculation 
The surface integrals in Equation B.2 above are evaluated on two levels using 
quadrature approximations: 
The integral is expressed in terms of variable values at one location on the cell face. 
STAR-CCM+ employs the second-order midpoint rule, that is, the integral is evaluated as 







where 𝜱 could be the convective or the diffusive flux of fluid property, and 𝒂𝑠 is the 
surface area vector of face 𝑠 of the cell. The values at the cell face center are evaluated 
through a numerical (linear) interpolation of the values at the neighbor corners (cell nodes). 
The integrals are computed at any cell associated with the node (𝑖 , 𝑗, 𝑘) on the six cell 
faces (𝑖 ± 1/2, 𝑗 ± 1/2, 𝑘 ± 1/2). Thus, this scheme is spatially second order accurate. 
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An upwind scheme is used. The flow solver has numerous choices (flux splitting, 
and flux difference splitting). In the present work, the convective flux is approximated by 
a step function: 
 
(?̇?𝑭)𝑠 = {
?̇?𝑠𝐹𝑠,0                        𝑖𝑓        ?̇?𝑠 > 0
?̇?𝑠𝐹𝑠,1                         𝑖𝑓        ?̇?𝑠 < 0 
 (B.3) 
where 𝐹𝑠,0 and 𝐹𝑠,1 are the linearly interpolated central convective value calculated 
from the side of the surface with positive properties flux. The gradients are reconstructed 
with limiters which bound the maximum and minimum values of the local gradients. 
The diffusive flux term is discretized similarly to the convective flux term, but with 
an extra gradient term [101] [100]. The source term in Equation B.2 requires integration 
over the volume of the cell. The code approximates the volume integral as the product of 
the mean value of the source term at the cell center and the volume of the cell. This 
approximation maintains the overall second-order accuracy of the solution. To ensure 
second-order spatial accuracy of the discretization on stretched grids, the values of the 
interested properties at the node center are area weighted or volume weighted using values 
from the adjacent nodes. 
B.4 Time Discretization 
In the present work, simulations are performed using a second-order time-accurate 
scheme with dual-time sub-iterations. That is, for each physical time step, 10 to 20 sub-
iterations are conducted to reach a values of the flow properties at the following time step.  
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In order to expedite the convergence of the simulation, a multi-grid method is also 
applied in the study. The simulation starts on a coarse mesh at every time step, and switches 
to a fine mesh when the low frequency components of the errors are dissipated within a 
few iterations on the coarse mesh. As a result, multi-grid methodology can significantly 
reduce the overall computational time. In addition to simply switch from a coarser mesh to 
a finer mesh, there are levels of mesh densities defined in the program, and a V-Cycle is 
used to define how many levels of grid densities are needed and to control how many 
iterations are needed at each coarse grid levels. 
B.5 Overset Grid Methodology 
Overset mesh topology is used in the present STAR-CCM+ full wake model simulations. 
Compared with other mesh topologies, overset mesh is favorable for simulations with 
complex motions and complicated geometries. Rotor performance simulation is precisely 
one of the cases. The S76 rotor blades have a large aspect ratio and consist of three airfoil 
shapes. That means, for a 3D simulation, a well captured boundary layer and blade shape 
at leading & trailing edge require a large number of nodes (or control volume cells) 
surrounding the blade. If this grid is extended all the way to far field boundaries, a highly 
skewed and highly stretched mesh would arise. However, with an overset mesh topology, 
the skewness can be dramatically decreased. Overset mesh topology also gives more 
freedom for placing embedded fine meshes in regions of interest.  
Overset mesh separates the mesh into two parts: near-body region and background region. 
The near-body region needs not to be very large and the background mesh does not need 
to be too dense. The near-body mesh moves with the solid body, in this case the blade, with 
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proper control of pitching and flapping angles. The background mesh is stationary. It 
receives the near body mesh information and feeds far field information to the moving 
region. It is a time marching process, and flow field information is continuously exchanged 
several times during the sub-iterations within a single time step 
An example of overset mesh near the body and in the background region is shown in Figure 
37. 
 
Figure 37 Mesh example (transparent view) of the overset mesh topology: 
near body region (Left) and background region (Right) 
In an overset mesh, cells are categorized into three classes: active, inactive, or acceptor 
cells. In active cells, discretized form of the governing equations are solved. Inactive cells 
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are not involved in the simulation, but they can become active if the space they occupy gets 
out of the non-fluid region (e.g. inside rotor blade). Acceptor cells are a layer of cells 
separating active and inactive cells in the background region and are attached to the overset 
boundary in the overset region. They work as the interface for information communication 
between the two regions. The values of the parameter are sent from one region to the 
acceptor cells of another region, through interpolations. The direction of the information 
flow depends on the nearest distance from the two acceptors (one is called donor, and the 
pother is called acceptor). The interpolation method applied in the case is the linear 
interpolation.  
The discretized form of equations are iteratively solved for all active cells in the whole 
computational domain which means all the values in all the regions are computed at the 
current time step. Therefore, there are two sets of values available at the acceptor and donor 
region. When a value in an acceptor cell is needed to solve the control equations at the 
current time step, the available values at donor cells from the other region are used. This 
tight coupling of the overset and background regions allows for a solution that is within an 
arbitrary low level of iteration errors. The rate of convergence of the iterative solution 
method is therefore similar to that of a single mesh of the same resolution [101]. 
 
B.6 Computational Time 
Due to starting the solution from quiescent flow conditions, a starting vortex was 
manifested in the flow domain. In order to convect the starting vortex out of the flow 
domain to reach the equilibrium state, the solution was computed for 20 rotor revolutions. 
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A physical time step of 1 degree azimuth with 15 sub iterations at the equilibrium state was 
found to be sufficient (it may need more sub-iterations at the beginning of the simulation 
from CFD stability concern). 
The overall computational time for each run with settings shown above is on the 
order of 90 CPU hours per case, using 60 cores on a Linux Cluster. It is reasonable for 
rotor simulations, but it is still relatively computational expensive for the large number of 
simulations conducted in this research. Therefore, the hybrid RANS – free wake 
methodology is first used to model the rotor, and trim the collective pitch (for a specific 
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